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Introduction
Flashy Babes brings you magazine quality models in softcore pictorials and photo-shoots that are
professionally produced. It's a great way to discover the next top model before she gets famous in a rock
video or beer commercial!

Adult Review
Flashy Babes is not a typical smut site. It doesn't focus on "pornstars" the way many other sites do and it does not feature
hardcore sex. Still, for many it is a far more exciting offering because it shows off 52 magazine quality models who very well
might end up doing commercials or movies or music videos one day... and it let's you see them at their sexiest in pictorials,
interviews and video vignettes!
  
  Photographer Vid Vicious has made quite a name for himself over the years and now brings his special brand of sensual
photography to you as the lead artistic force on the Flashy Babes website. The archives of the site include over 24,000 high
quality photos in 1200x800 definition suitable for printing your own photos or collecting them digitally on your hard drive. 
  
  Along with the exclusive photos on Flashy Babes there are 471 videos in high-definition 720x480 format that give you a
great look at these adorable darlings and really bring them to life right on your screen. The videos are usually interviews,
softcore teasers and an occasional solo girl scene that gets a bit more spicy than you might expect from women who are one
day likely to be in mainstream magazines!
  
  Each weekly update gives you a chance to rate the Flashy Babes starring in it and that feedback goes right to the model so
they know every performance matters and so that your critique of their work can help them down the path toward fame and
fortune.
  
  A 30 day full membership costs $24.95 per month which means you end up paying about 48 cents per model! That's a tiny
price to pay when you take into account all the content that Flashy Babes offers and the quality of their work. True, if
hardcore action is what you are in the mood for then Flashy Babes may not be the right site to choose.... but among the
softcore set of sites on the market today this is definitely one of the best.

Porn Summary
Softcore websites attract a much higher caliber of model than most hardcore sites because these are girls who hope one day to
become mainstream stars of fashion and film. The quality of the Flashy Babes studio really brings them to life and gives you
a chance to help shape their careers. It's definitely worth at least checking out the tour.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Flashy Babes is softcore only but its got great quality!'
Quality: 91  Updates: 88 Exclusive: 95 Interface: 87
Support: 82 Unique: 89    Taste: 88        Final: 89

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Amateur, Asexual, Glamour, Lingerie, Softcore
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 468
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